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Abstract. Policy-based software architectures are nowadays widely ex-
ploited to regulate different aspects of systems’ behavior, such as access
control, resource usage, and adaptation. Several languages and technolo-
gies have been proposed as, e.g., the standard XACML. However, de-
veloping real-world systems using such approaches is still a tricky task,
being them complex and error-prone. To overcome such difficulties, we
advocate the use of FACPL, a formal policy language inspired to but
simpler than XACML. FACPL has an intuitive syntax, a mathematical
semantics and easy-to-use software tools supporting policy development
and enforcement. We illustrate potentialities and effectiveness of our ap-
proach through a case study from the Cloud computing domain.

1 Introduction

Today’s ICT systems are becoming more and more complex, as they consist
of several distributed components interacting with each other, as well as with
other systems or humans in open-ended environments. Significative examples
of such systems are Cloud infrastructures, social networks, or smart grids. A
key challenge they pose is that of programming and managing different aspects
of their behaviour, ranging from access control to strategies for optimizing the
usage of resources and, whenever needed, for re-configuring their architecture
according to their own state and to the environmental conditions.

To face the above challenges, the use of policies – sets of rules specifying
users’ credentials needed to access resources – has been recently given atten-
tion. In fact, the declarative nature of policy languages is suitable to express
system’s behaviours, requirements, constraints, guidelines, strategies, etc. in a
form that is accessible not only to developers and system architects, but also
to other professionals (e.g., lawyers, medical doctors) and, possibly, to system
end-users (e.g., citizens, patients). We are in particular interested in policy lan-
guages for access control [1]. These languages allow security administrators to
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express policies regulating access to resources in terms of some attributes, i.e. sets
of properties describing the entities that must be considered for the authoriza-
tion decision. The policy-based approach has indeed many advantages [1] with
respect to other access control approaches, as e.g. the role-based one. Namely,
it overcomes scalability problems raised by large distributed systems, enables
a more fine-grained control, and permits a dynamic, context-aware authoriza-
tion process, since the decision may depend also on environment attributes, not
only on subject/resource ones. Many policy languages have been proposed in
the literature, among which the standard XACML [2] has emerged as de-facto
standard for defining access control policies. It is currently used in many large
scale projects (see, e.g., [3,4]) and standards (see, e.g., [5,6]).

However, developing real-world systems using policy-based approaches is still
hard. In fact, designing, writing, testing and maintaining policies are difficult and
error-prone tasks. This is mainly due to the following facts. On the one hand,
policy languages, especially those defined at industry level, have an XML syntax
that makes defining and managing policies awkward. For example, XACML has
been conceived to write policies by directly using the XML syntax defined in
the corresponding specification document. Moreover, they are equipped with
intricate features, whose semantics may be not completely clear to developers,
since it is often informally defined in natural language. On the other hand,
despite the large number of proposals, only few of them come with software
tools for policy enforcement and, which is even more rare, dedicated developing
environments. Finally, most of such languages are devised to only deal with
specific aspects of systems, like e.g. user authorization. Hence, different languages
are needed to address different aspects of the considered system.

To overcome the difficulties mentioned above, in this paper we propose the use
of a policy language capable of dealing with different systems’ aspects through
a user-friendly, uniform, and comprehensive approach. Indeed, we have designed
a policy language, called FACPL [7], that intentionally takes inspiration from
XACML but is much simpler and usable. Although FACPL is not more expres-
sive than XACML, it differs for the higher abstraction level at which policies
can be written. Differently from XACML, FACPL has a compact and intuitive
syntax and is endowed with a formal semantics based on solid mathematical
foundations, which make it easy to learn and use. FACPL can express access
control policies as well as policies dealing with other systems’ aspects, e.g. re-
source usage and adaptation. Moreover, the development and the enforcement of
FACPL policies is supported by practical software tools: a powerful Eclipse-based
development environment and a Java library supporting the policy evaluation
process. The policy designer can use the dedicated environment for writing the
desired policies in FACPL syntax, by taking advantage of the supporting fea-
tures provided by the tool (described in Section 4). Then, according to the rules
defining the language’s semantics, the tool automatically produces a set of Java
classes implementing the FACPL policies. A policy decision is thus computed by
executing the generated policy code with the request code passed as parameter.
Such code can be then integrated as a module into the enclosing application.



The main contributions of this paper are (i) a development methodology for
FACPL-based systems described above, (ii) the implementation of the software
tools supporting it, and (iii) their application to a significative case study to
illustrate potentialities of the FACPL language and effectiveness of the proposed
development approach. FACPL formal semantics is not explicitly presented in
this paper for space limitation but, of course, it is implicitly used in our work as
it is at the basis of the tools we present. For illustration purposes, we consider a
case study from the Cloud computing domain: we use FACPL to define policies
for access control, resource-usage and adaptation of a Cloud IaaS provider, and
we use FACPL’s tools for implementing a policy-based manager integrated in
the Cloud system.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
IaaS Cloud computing case study used throughout the paper to illustrate our
policy-based approach. In Section 3, we describe FACPL’s syntax in a step-by-
step fashion while commenting upon some policies in force in the case study. We
also discuss the main differences between FACPL and XACML. In Section 4,
we illustrate FACPL’s software tools and the implementation of the case study.
We discuss more strictly related work in Section 5 and, finally, point out some
future work in Section 6.

2 A Cloud IaaS Case Study

Cloud computing fosters three well-known approaches to provide computational
services [8]: Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and
Service-as-a-Service (SaaS). Each of them is characterised by the offer provided
to the users, ranging from the low-level access provided by IaaS, where users
require the instantiation of general purpose virtual machines for running their
processes, to the high-level access provided by SaaS, where users directly interact
with application services (e.g., storage or mail services) without being aware of
details concerning the infrastructure and platform supporting the provision of
such services. The Cloud computing case study we use throughout this paper to
illustrate our policy-based approach focusses on IaaS.

We consider a small-size IaaS provider that offers to customers a range of
pre-configured virtual machines (VMs), providing different amounts of dedicated
computing capacity in order to meet different computing needs. Each type of VM
features a specific Service Level Agreement (SLA) that the provider commits
to guarantee. Thus, the allocation of the right amount of resources needed to
instantiate new VMs (while respecting committed SLAs) is a key aspect of the
considered IaaS provider. As is common for Cloud systems, virtualisation is
accomplished using an hypervisor, i.e., a software entity managing the execution
of VMs.

For the sake of presentation, our IaaS provider relies only on two hypervisors
running on top of two physical machines. The provider offers strongly defined
types of VMs, like most of popular IaaS providers (consider, e.g., the instance
types M1 Small and M1 Medium provided by Amazon EC2). Two types of



Fig. 1. IaaS provider scenario

VMs, namely TYPE 1 and TYPE 2, are in the provider’s service portfolio. Each
type of VM has an associated SLA describing the hardware resources needed
to instantiate the VM (e.g., CPU performance, size of memory and storage) by
means of an aggregated measure: TYPE 1 requires the allocation of one unit of
resources, while TYPE 2 requires two units.

The two types of VMs have different guarantees when the system is highly
loaded. Specifically, if the system does not have enough resources for allocating a
new TYPE 2 VM, an appropriate number of TYPE 1 VMs already instantiated will
be frozen and moved to a queue of suspended VMs. This queue is periodically
checked with the aim of trying to reactivate suspended VMs. When a VM is
frozen, according to the Insurance [9] SLA approach for resource provisioning
in Cloud computing systems, the VM’s owner will receive a credit that can be
used, e.g., for activating new VMs or for paying computational time.

A graphical representation of the data-flow in our implementation of the
scenario is shown in Figure 1. Clients interacts with the Cloud system via a
Web portal that, following a multi-tenancy architecture, sends VM instantiation
requests to the Cloud manager through SOAP messages. This means that the
manager exposes its functionalities to users by means of a Web service. Then, the
manger evaluates the received requests with respect to a set of policies defining
the logic of the system. In particular, such policies specify the credentials the
clients have to provide in order to access the service (access control policies),
the resource allocation strategy (resource-usage policies), and the actions to be
performed to fulfill the requests by also taking into account the current system
state, which include the system re-configuration actions in case of high load
(adaptation policies). It is worth noticing that all policies are written by using
the same policy language (described, together with the policies mentioned above,
in Section 3) and are enforced by means of the same software tool (presented in



Section 4). By means of a similar workflow, clients can request the shutdown of
VMs, which involves the release of the allocated resources.

The administrator of the Cloud system can access a dedicated panel for
managing the governing policies. Indeed, he can change at run-time the current
policies with other ones, obtaining in this way a fully configurable and adaptable
system. The core of the Cloud manager is the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP),
which evaluates client requests according to the available policies in the Policy
Repository (PR) and the environmental information about the Cloud system.
The sub-component Policy Decision Point (PDP) has the duty of calculating
if a request can be granted or rejected, and determining the actions needed
to enforce the decisions, such as creation, freezing and shutdown of VMs. The
enforcing is executed by the PEP by sending to the hypervisors the commands
corresponding to the obtained actions. Notably, policies are independent from
the specific kind of hypervisors installed on the system, such as XEN or Linux-
KVM, i.e., the actions returned by the PDP are converted by the PEP into
the appropriate commands accepted by the used hypervisors. Thus, in principle,
the policy engine we have developed could be integrated with any IaaS system
provided that the adequate action translation is also defined.

3 The FACPL language

Formal Access Control Policy Language (FACPL) is an easy-to-learn, tiny lan-
guage, with a mathematically defined semantics, for writing access control poli-
cies and requests. In this paper, we describe how to exploit FACPL for managing
resource-usage and adaptation, in addition to more traditional access control. We
will gently introduce FACPL’s syntax in a step-by-step fashion while comment-
ing upon some policies in force in the scenario described in the previous section.
To present the language we will focus on the policy for managing creation of
TYPE 2 VMs. Due to space limitations, the complete policies are relegated to
the Appendix. We refer the interested reader to [7] for a formal presentation of
FACPL’s syntax and semantics.

When a client requests a service, a FACPL request is generated; in addition
to its identifier, this latter request contains the authentication credentials and
the specification of the type of the requested service. These information are
organised as attributes, i.e., pairs name-value. Names are structured in the form
Id1/Id2, where Id1 stands for a category name (as, e.g., subject, resource,
action, and system) and Id2 for an attribute name (as, e.g., profile-id and
action-id). A sample request for creating a TYPE 2 VM follows.

Request:{ Create_Type2_VM
(subject/profile -id, "P_2")
(resource/vm -type , "TYPE_2")
(action/action -id , "CREATE")

}

When a request arrives, the PEP calls the PDP which starts the evaluation
procedure on the basis of the policies stored within PR. Notably, the PDP per-
forms the evaluation as if it has to evaluate a single policy set consisting of the



set of available policies/policy sets and of a combining algorithm specifying the
decision to be returned in case multiple policies apply and return different deci-
sions. The decision resulting from the PDP’s evaluation is one among permit,
deny, not-applicable, and indeterminate. The meaning of the first two deci-
sions is obvious, while the third means that the PDP does not have any policy
that applies to the request and the fourth means that the PDP is unable to
evaluate the access request (because of, e.g., missing attributes, network errors,
policy evaluation errors). Moreover, the first two decisions can be paired with a
set of obligations, i.e., actions that must be successfully performed for enforcing
the decision, such as creation, freezing and shutdown of VMs.

When the PDP completes the decision, the resulting authorization, which can
include obligations, is sent to the PEP for the enforcement. To enforce the au-
thorization decision, the PEP must understand and discharge all the obligations
possibly included in the PDP decision. If some obligations cannot be discharged,
the decision taken depends on the enforcement algorithm chosen for the PEP.

In the policy considered below, the PEP uses the enforcing algorithm
deny-biased5 and the PDP uses the combining algorithm permit-overrides6,
and includes a policy for creating VMs and another one for shutting them down.

{
pep: deny -biased;
pdp: permit -overrides

include Create_Policies
include Release_Policies

}

Notably, in the PDP, the policies are included through a cross name reference,
which simplifies code organisation. More specifically, Create Policies is a pol-
icy set that uses the combining algorithm permit-overrides and specifies two
policies, SLA Type1 and SLA Type2, and a target determining the requests to
which the policy set applies.

PolicySet Create_Policies { permit -overrides
target:

equal("CREATE",action/action -id)
policies:

Policy SLA_Type1 < deny -unless -permit
target: ...
rules: ...
obl: ...

>
Policy SLA_Type2 < deny -unless -permit

target: ...
rules: ...
obl: ...

>
}

5 The algorithm deny-biased states: if the decision is permit and all obligations are
successfully discharged, then the PEP grants access, otherwise it forbids access.

6 The algorithm permit-overrides states: if any policy among the considered ones
evaluates to permit, then the decision is permit; otherwise, if all policies are found
to be not-applicable, then the decision is not-applicable; in the remaining cases,
the decision is deny or indeterminate according to specific error situations (see [7]).



The policy set evaluation starts from the boolean expression in the tar-
get. This expression consists of matching functions, i.e., functions comparing
literal values and attribute values, composed through conjunctive and dis-
junctive boolean operators. For example, the function equal in the target of
Create Policies checks the equality of the string CREATE with the value, re-
trieved from the request, of attribute action/action-id.

The evaluation of the target expression determines if the policy set applies to
the request and produces one of values match, no-match, and indeterminate.
The first two values have an obvious meaning, the last one is returned in case
of errors. If the target does not match the request, the value resulting from
the policy set evaluation is not-applicable, while if the target evaluates to
indeterminate then this is the value returned (together with some information
on the error occurred). Instead, if the target matches, the enclosed policies are
evaluated and the results are combined according to the combining algorithm
specified in the policy set. The combining algorithm also determines how conflicts
and special situations, e.g., all policies are not applicable, are dealt with.

The syntax, as well as the semantics, of a policy is similar to that of a policy
set, but comprises a set of rules instead of policies, as the previous listing shows.

A rule specifies an effect, which indicates the rule-writer’s intended conse-
quence of a positive evaluation of the rule (the allowed values are permit and
deny), a target, a condition, which is a boolean expression that may further refine
the applicability of the rule, and a set of obligations. Notably, target, condition
and obligations may be missing. For example, the rule hyper 1 freeze, which
is part of policy SLA Type2, is applied to freeze some TYPE 1 VMs running on
the first hypervisor when a request for creating a new TYPE 2 VM arrives and
all the hypervisors are fully loaded. The rule inherits the target of the enclosing
policy and specifies the effect permit, a condition refining the applicability of
the rule to a request, and a set of obligations.

Rule hyper_1_freeze (permit
condition:

or(and(equal(0, system/hyper1.availableResources),
less -than -or-equal(2, system/hyper1.vm1 -counter)),

and(equal(1, system/hyper1.availableResources),
less -than -or-equal(1, system/hyper1.vm1 -counter)))

obl:
[permit M freeze("HYPER_1", subtract(2,system/hyper1.availableResources),

"TYPE_1")]
[permit M create("HYPER_1", system/vm-id , "TYPE_2")]

)

A condition is a boolean expression formed by functions that operate on val-
ues and attributes. It is more general than a target expression, which just consists
of conjunctions and disjunctions of matching functions. In fact, to define con-
dition expressions, FACPL provides the main logical, relational, and arithmetic
operators, which operate on boolean, string, integer, double, and date values.
Moreover, bags (i.e., unordered collections that may contain duplicated values)
of strings are also supported. The condition in the listing above checks if there
are enough TYPE 1 VMs to freeze for increasing the available resources in the



hypervisor and granting the request; recall that each TYPE 1 VM requires 1 unit
of resources, while each TYPE 2 VM requires 2 units.

It is worth noticing that the system attributes occurring in the condition
above are not present in the client request. They rather represent environmental
information about the Cloud system, needed to evaluate a request, which are
added by the context handler to the original request.

Finally, an obligation specifies an effect , i.e. permit or deny, for the applica-
bility of the obligation, a type, i.e. M for Mandatory and O for Optional, and the ac-
tion, with the corresponding expression arguments, to be performed by the PEP.
To fulfill an obligation, the PDP must successfully evaluate all action’s argument.
For example, the first obligation of the previous rule requires the hypervisor
HYPER 1 to freeze the appropriate number of TYPE 1 VMs. This number is cal-
culated by means of an arithmetic expression in term of the currently available re-
sources, retrieved through the attribute system/hyper1.availableResources,
and considering that the creation of a TYPE 2 VM needs 2 resource units.

IaaS case study policies. We have developed two different approaches for
managing, instantiating and releasing requests. The first one concentrates the
workload on hypervisor HYPER 1, while hypervisor HYPER 2 is only used when
the primary one is fully loaded. Thus, by keeping the secondary hypervisor in
stand-by mode until its use becomes necessary, energy can be saved. The second
approach, instead, balances the workload between the two hypervisors.

Some excerpts of the energy saving policies have been previously commented,
other relevant ones are presented below (the complete specification is reported in
Listing 1.1 in the Appendix for reviewers’ convenience). This specification defines
a PDP containing a policy set, for supervising instantiation requests (specifying
action CREATE), and a policy, for supervising release requests (specifying action
RELEASE). The policy set contains a policy for each type of VM that, in its own
turn, achieves the prioritized choice between the two hypervisors by specifying
the combining algorithm deny-unless-permit and by relying on the rules order.
The policy managing the instantiation of TYPE 1 VMs is as follows:

Policy SLA_Type1 < deny -unless -permit
target:

(equal("P_1", subject/profile -id)||equal("P_2", subject/profile -id))
& & equal("TYPE_1", resource/vm-type)

rules:
Rule hyper_1 (permit

target:
less -than -or-equal(1, system/hyper1.availableResources)

obl:
[permit M create("HYPER_1", system/vm-id , "TYPE_1")]

)
Rule hyper_2 ( ... )

obl:
[deny O warning("Not enough available resources for TYPE_1 VMs")]

>

The policy’s target indicates that instantiation of TYPE 1 VMs can be re-
quired by clients having P 1 or P 2 as profile. The policy’s combining algorithm
evaluates the enclosed rules according to the order they occur in the policy; then,
if one of them evaluates to permit, the evaluation terminates. Rule hyper 1 eval-



uates to permit only if the hypervisor HYPER 1 has at least one unit of available
resources and, in this case, returns an obligation requiring the PEP to create
a VM in this hypervisor. Rule hyper 2, governing VMs creation on HYPER 2, is
similar. If no rule evaluates to permit, then the combining algorithm returns
deny and, hence, the policy’s (optional) obligation will be executed by the PEP
to notify the Cloud administrator that there are not enough resources in the sys-
tem to instantiate a new TYPE 1 VM. In this way, the administrator can decide
to upgrade the system by adding new resources (e.g., a new physical machine).

The policies for the load balancing approach are the same as before except
that a condition on the hypervisors’ load is added to each instantiation rule. This
condition permits applying a rule for a certain hypervisor only if its amount of
available resources is greater than or equal to the amount of available resources
of the other hypervisor. For example, the rule hyper 1 is extended as follows
(the complete code is reported in Listing 1.2 in the Appendix):

Rule hyper_1 ( permit
target: ...
condition: less -than -or-equal(system/hyper2.availableResources ,

system/hyper1.availableResources)
obl: ... )

FACPL vs XACML. In the eXtensible Access Control Markup Language
(XACML) XML-based language, access to a resource is regulated by one or more
policies defining the capabilities and the credentials needed by a requestor for
accessing the resource. Structural elements of polices (e.g., targets) are expressed
as XML elements (denoted by pairs of start and end tags with the content in
between), while the others (i.e., identifiers of functions, combing algorithms, etc.)
are expressed as tag attributes. The XML format brings the benefit of enabling
cross-platform interoperability, but can make the task of writing policies difficult
and error-prone and is not adequate for formally defining the semantics of the
language and reasoning on it. The FACPL language, instead, relies on a BNF
syntax and is equipped with a rigorous semantics given in a denotational style,
which permits to formalise the authorization process of access requests. The
interoperability is anyhow ensured by the possibility of exporting FACPL polices
as XACML ones.

Another significant advantage of FACPL with respect to XACML is that
the former provides a more compact notation for writing policies. Indeed, the
markup style of XACML is more verbose, even for expressing elementary checks
on request values (in fact, to conform to the XACML XML Schema, it is required
to explicitly specify the whole XML structure enclosing the check). Moreover,
each identifier should be prefixed by a (quite long) XACML namespace. Besides
adversely affecting policies’ length, the markup style significantly undermines
their readability and, hence, their specification and maintenance. For example,
the condition for balancing machines’ load, reported in the previous listing, cor-
responds to the following XML code. It is 12 lines length in XACML, while it
takes only 1 line in FACPL (without considering the automatic wrapping).

<Condition >



<Apply FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :function:integer -less -than -
or-equal">

<AttributeDesignator DataType="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema#anyURI"
MustBePresent="false"
Category="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3 .0:attribute -category:system"
AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3 .0 :system:hyper1.

availableResources" />
<AttributeDesignator DataType="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema#anyURI"
MustBePresent="false"
Category="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3 .0:attribute -category:system"
AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3 .0 :system:hyper2.

availableResources" />
</Apply >

</Condition >

Notably, the improvement of the language usability is due not only to the adop-
tion of a non-XML format, but also to the design of specific lightweight linguistic
constructs, as e.g. structured names for identifying attributes. For example, the
second AttributeDesignator element in the code above is rendered in FACPL
simply as system/hyper2.availableResources.

These differences become more evident when conditions contain expressions.
E.g., the condition for freezing a TYPE 1 machine takes 4 lines in FACPL (lines 50-
53 in Listings 1.1 in the Appendix) and 42 lines in XACML. We report in Table 1
a comparison, in terms of code length, between the FACPL policies of the cloud
case study and the XACML corresponding ones (both groups of policies can be
downloaded from http://rap.dsi.unifi.it/facpl/FCloud_Policies/).

Policy Num. of lines Saved Num. of characters Saved

XACML FACPL lines XACML FACPL chars
SLA Type1 162 22 86,42% 5.607 663 88,17%
SLA Type2 349 36 89,68% 12.715 1.364 89,27%
Release Policies 113 15 86,72% 4.193 438 89,55%
Overall policies 648 101 84,41% 23.436 3.030 87,07%

Table 1. FACPL vs. XACML on the Cloud case study (load balancer policies)

The data shows that the use of FACPL can bring a relevant advantage to
policy writers as well as to all users that anyhow need to understand the mean-
ing of policies (e.g. developers, consumers, lawyers, etc.). Finally, note that all
FACPL software tools are freely available and open-source.

4 Supporting tools

In the previous section, we have seen how the FACPL language can be used to
define policies that are intuitive and easy to read, write and understand. In order
for FACPL to be actually used in real systems, we provide policy designers with
a software tool supporting policy development and a software architecture for
policy enforcement. In this section, first we present the main features of these
supporting tools, then we show them at work on the IaaS Cloud case study.

The FACPL’s supporting tools are developed by using Java-based technolo-
gies. Their source and binary files, as well as their documentation, can be found at

http://rap.dsi.unifi.it/facpl/FCloud_Policies/


Fig. 2. FACPL toolchain

the FACPL’s website http://rap.dsi.unifi.it/facpl/. The web application
that permits experimenting with the FACPL-based implementation of the IaaS
scenario can be accessed from http://150.217.32.61:8080/FCloud-WebApp/.

4.1 FACPL development environment and enforcement library

In Figure 2 we show the toolchain supporting the use of FACPL. The FACPL
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) allows the policy designer to spec-
ify the system policies in FACPL. In addition to policies, the IDE permits also
specifying user requests in order to test and validate the policies. The specifi-
cation task is facilitated both by the high abstraction level of FACPL and by
the graphical interface provided by our IDE. By exploiting some translation
rules, written using the Xtend language (http://www.eclipse.org/xtend/),
which provides facilities for defining code generators, the IDE generates the cor-
responding low-level policies both in Java and in XML. The latter format obeys
the XACML 3.0 syntax and can be used to connect our toolchain to external
XACML tools (as, e.g., the test cases generator X-CREATE [10]). The former
format relies on a Java library specifically designed for compile- and run-time
supporting FACPL code. Once these Java classes are compiled, they can be used
by the enclosing main application (i.e., the Cloud manager in our scenario) for
evaluating many requests, simply by means of a method invocation. Whenever
new policies are introduced, new Java classes will be generated and compiled.
The (run-time) integration of policy classes with the enclosing application is
described in Section 4.2.

The FACPL IDE. The IDE is developed as an Eclipse plug-in by using the
Xtext framework (http://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/). Xtext provides develop-
ment instruments to design and implement domain-specific languages given their
grammar. The plug-in is available on-line and can be installed by resorting to
the standard procedure for installing new software into Eclipse.

The IDE provides a multi-page editor where the code writing activity is
supported by syntactical controls, auto-completion and code suggestion. Besides
these features, the IDE implements static checks for expression typing and for

http://rap.dsi.unifi.it/facpl/
http://150.217.32.61:8080/FCloud-WebApp/
http://www.eclipse.org/xtend/
http://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/


Fig. 3. The FACPL IDE

achieving uniqueness of identifiers. Moreover, for facilitating code organisation,
it is possible to split the code into multiple files.

The Java and XML code corresponding to a FACPL policy can be generated
by means of a specific command available in the contextual menu. While the
translation in XACML is straightforward, the one in Java is closely driven by
the formal semantics of FACPL presented in [7]. To compile the generated Java
code, the FACPL library is needed. The right dependencies between the gener-
ated code and the library, together with logging and coding functionalities, are
automatically initialised through the creation of a new Eclipse FACPL project.

The policy editor is organised as shown by the screenshot in Figure 3: the view
on the left shows the project structure which permits accessing to FACPL files,
the multi-page editor in the center highlights the language keywords with differ-
ent colours, and the view on the right shows the navigational outline. Toolbar
and pop-up menus provide commands for generating Java and XACML code.

The FACPL library. The FACPL code is executable through a Java library
that implements all the semantic tasks of the evaluation process informally de-
scribed in Section 3. The library is designed by exploiting the Java reflection
and best-practice software engineering techniques in order to achieve a flexible
and extendible framework. In fact, the framework can be easily extended to in-
corporate custom matching functions and combining algorithms defined by the
user to deal with, e.g., new value types or specific decisions combination.

To each language element corresponds an abstract class in the FACPL li-
brary, which provides a method for evaluating requests with respect to such
element. Therefore, a FACPL policy is rendered as a Java class that extends
the corresponding abstract class. The policy elements, i.e. combining algorithm,
target, rules and obligations, are then added by the class constructor using spe-
cific methods, e.g. addTarget. Policy sets are translated similarly. For example,
an excerpt of the Java code corresponding to the policy SLA Type1 is reported
below; it is followed by some comments on the code.

public class Policy_SLA_Type1 extends Policy {
public Policy_SLA_Type1 () {

addId("SLA_Type1");
addCombiningAlg(it.unifi.facpl.lib.algorithm.DenyUnlessPermit.class);



addTarget(new TargetTree(Connector.AND ,
new TargetTree (...) , new TargetTree (...)));

addRule(new hyper_1 ());
addRule(new hyper_2 ());
addObligation(new ObligationExpression("warning",Effect.DENY ,

TypeObl.O,"Not enough available resources for TYPE_1 VMs"));
}
private class hyper_1 extends Rule {

hyper_1 (){
addId("hyper_1");
addEffect(Effect.PERMIT);
addTarget( ... );
addConditionExpression(null);
addObligation(new ObligationExpression ("create",Effect.PERMIT ,

TypeObl.M,"HYPER_1",new StructName("system","vm -id"), "TYPE_1"));
}

}
private class hyper_2 extends Rule { ... }

}

Policy evaluation is coordinated by the class implementing the combining al-
gorithm (i.e., DenyUnlessPermit.class). The expression corresponding to the
policy target is structured as nested expressions organised according to the struc-
ture of the original FACPL target (possibly defined by brackets). Since rules are
only used inside their enclosing policy, for each of them the policy class contains
an inner class. In the code above, these are the classes hyper 1 and hyper 2.

A FACPL request generates a class which contains the attributes and a refer-
ence to a stub of the context handler. By implementing this stub, it is possible to
retrieve external information needed for evaluating requests. This is exploited in
our Cloud system’s implementation for accessing, e.g., the value of the attribute
system/hyper1.availableResources.

Once all policies and requests have been translated into Java classes, it is
possible to start the evaluation process by invoking an entry method of the class
corresponding to the PEP.

4.2 IaaS case study implementation

The IaaS scenario described in Section 2 is implemented as a web application
providing both a front-end for the administrator, from where he can manage the
policies governing the hypervisors, and a front-end for the clients, from where
they can submit requests for the creation or the shutdown of VMs.

The server-side implementation is a Tomcat server that, by integrating
FACPL and Xtext libraries, is able to accept FACPL polices, to parse and com-
pile these policies, and finally to enforce the corresponding decisions for adapting
hypervisors’ state to client requests.

The administrator panel is shown in Figure 4. The policies chosen by the
administrator can be either those previously outlined or other ones written by
using the on-line editor. For analysing the current state of the Cloud system, a
graphical representation of the load of each hypervisor is provided.

When the administrator submits a new FACPL policy, the Cloud provider
translates it into Java classes by applying the Xtend parsing rules. Then, if all
classes are successfully created, the provider compiles the classes by relying on



Fig. 4. The Administrator Panel

the FACPL library. If no error occurs during any stage of this workflow, these
policies became the new policies in force in the platform; otherwise, the process
stops and no system update is made, hence the system remains into a safe state.

To submit a request, a client must provide, by choosing them on the front-end
panel, the information needed for the wanted request: the profile identifier, i.e.
P 1 or P 2, and the VM type, for creating a VM, and the profile identifier and
the VM’s id, for shutting down a VM. While profile P 1 only permits to create
TYPE 1 VMs, P 2 permits to create both types of VMs. For the sake of simplicity,
profile identifier and VM type are the only authentication information we use to
determine if client requests should be granted or denied. Of course, in a real ap-
plication, access control should rely on more trustful authentication information,
which could be provided, e.g., through such a mechanism as SAML [6].

When the system load is high and it is needed to freeze some VMs, the
owners of such VMs get some credits as reward. On the server side, the frozen
VMs are added to a queue, which is periodically checked with the aim of trying
to reactivate suspended VMs, according to the incoming order in the queue. This
event is reported to the client through the front-end panel, where the possibly
received credits and the status of the client’s VMs are shown.

5 Related work

The work closest to ours is [11], where a preliminary version of FACPL is intro-
duced to formalize the semantics of XACML. However, the language considered
here is more expressive as, e.g., it is equipped with features such as obligations
and policy references. Most of all, the contribution of the two works are dif-
ferent: in [11] it is the formalization of XACML, here it is the development of
supporting tools for FACPL and the illustration of their effectiveness by means
of a significative case study where policies regulate different behavioural aspects.



The preliminary version of FACPL is used in [12] to formalize UML-based mod-
els of access control policies for Web applications, while [13] sketches an early
description of the development methodology for FACPL (access control) policies.

Recently, many policy-based languages and models have been developed for
managing different aspects of programs’ behaviour as, e.g., adaptation and au-
tonomic computing. For example, [14] introduces PobSAM, a policy-based for-
malism that combines an actor-based model, for specifying the computational
aspects of system elements, and a configuration algebra, for expressing auto-
nomic managers that, in response to changes, lead the adaptation of the system
configuration according to given adaptation policies. This formalism relies on a
predefined notion of policies expressed as Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules.
Adaptation policies are specific ECA rules that change the manager configura-
tions. Our notion of policies, being defined for a broader application, is instead
more flexible and expressive. To approach autonomic computing issues, IBM
has developed a simplified policy language, named Autonomic Computing Pol-
icy Language (ACPL) [15]. Such language, however, comes without any precise
syntax and semantics. It is worth noticing that, in our case study the Cloud
manager acts as an autonomic manager for the system’s hypervisors.

Another policy language is Ponder [16], for which a number of toolkits have
been developed and applied to various autonomous and pervasive systems. The
language borrows the idea introduced in [17] of using two separate types of
policies for authorisation and obligation. Policies of the former type have the
aim of establishing if an operation can be performed, while those of the latter
type basically are ECA rules. Differently from Ponder, and similarly to more
recent languages (e.g., XACML), obligations in FACPL are expressed as part of
authorization policies, thus providing a more uniform specification approach.

As a result of the widespread use of policy-based languages in service-oriented
systems and international projects, many attempts of formalisation have been
made. A largely followed approach is based on ‘transformational’ semantics that
translates from a policy-based language, e.g. XACML, into terms of some formal-
ism. For example, [18] uses description logic expressions as target formalism, [19]
exploits the process algebra CSP, and [20] the (multi-terminal) binary decision
diagrams. The main advantage of these approaches is the possibility of analysing
policies by means of off-the-shelf reasoning tools that may be already available
for the target formalisms. From the semantics point of view, this approach pro-
vides some alternative high-level representations of policies, which have their
own semantics, but not all of them are suitable to drive implementation.

Concerning policy evaluation tools, there are by now many un-official imple-
mentations of policy-based standards, especially of XACML. In software pro-
duction, the most used tools are SUN XACML [21] and HERASAF [22], which
manage XACML policies written in XML. To evaluate a request, they parse
the XML policies and then visit parts of the generated DOM trees for calculat-
ing the authorisation decision. This differs from our enforcement tool, where we
evaluate (sets of) requests by executing Java classes implementing the semantic
representations of policies, written in the more intuitive syntax of FACPL.



A tool close to our approach is the ALFA Eclipse plugin [23] developed by
Axiomatics. It provides a domain specific language to represent and automati-
cally build XACML policies. The Eclipse environment provides code completion
and reuse of identifiers. However, differently from our IDE, this plugin does not
freely provide a request evaluation feature, since the Axiomatics’s evaluation
engine is a proprietary software.

6 Concluding remarks

We have described a user-friendly, uniform, and comprehensive approach to the
development and enforcement of behavioural policies which is based on FACPL
and its software tools. The policy language FACPL can indeed be used to develop
policies controlling various aspects of information systems, ranging from access
control to resource usage and adaptation. It has a compact and intuitive syntax
and is endowed with a formal semantics, which lays the basis for developing
tools and methodologies for analysing policies. Most of all, for what concerns
this paper, FACPL is equipped with easy-to-use software tools, i.e. a powerful
IDE and a Java library, supporting policy designers and system administrators in
the policy development and enforcement tasks. We have illustrated potentialities
and effectiveness of our approach through a significative case study from the
Cloud computing domain.

As a future work, we plan to continue the validation of FACPL and its tools,
on the one hand, by applying them to a real-world, open-source, IaaS Cloud
computing system (e.g., OpenNebula or OpenStack) and to case studies from
different domains (e.g., smart grids). On the other hand, we intend to experi-
mentally evaluate the performance of our enforcement tool. We will also extend
our IDE with new features as, e.g., a dedicated view to summarize and analyse
policy evaluation results. Another research line we intend to pursue is the devel-
opment of methods and techniques for analysing FACPL policies. In particular,
they will be first theoretically defined and, then, integrated in our software tools
in order to achieve a complete framework for developing trustworthy policies.
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Listing 1.1. Energy saving policies

1 { pep:
2 deny -biased
3 pdp:
4 permit -overrides
5 PolicySet Create_Policies { permit -overrides
6 target:
7 equal("CREATE", action/action -id)
8 policies:
9 Policy SLA_Type1 < deny -unless -permit

10 target:
11 (equal("P_1", subject/profile -id)||
12 equal("P_2", subject/profile -id))
13 & & equal("TYPE_1", resource/vm -type)
14 rules:
15 Rule hyper_1 (permit
16 target:
17 less -than -or-equal(1, system/hyper1.availableResources)
18 obl:
19 [permit M create("HYPER_1", system/vm-id , "TYPE_1")]
20 )
21 Rule hyper_2 (permit
22 target:
23 less -than -or-equal(1, system/hyper2.availableResources)
24 obl:
25 [permit M create("HYPER_2", system/vm-id , "TYPE_1")]
26 )
27 obl:
28 [deny O warning("Not enough available
29 resources for TYPE_1 VMs")]
30 >
31 Policy SLA_Type2 < deny -unless -permit
32 target:
33 equal("P_2", subject/profile -id)& &
34 equal("TYPE_2", resource/vm -type)
35 rules:
36 Rule hyper_1_create (permit
37 target:
38 less -than -or-equal(2, system/hyper1.availableResources)
39 obl:
40 [permit M create("HYPER_1", system/vm-id , "TYPE_2")]
41 )
42 Rule hyper_2_create (permit
43 target:
44 less -than -or-equal(2, system/hyper2.availableResources)
45 obl:
46 [permit M create("HYPER_2", system/vm-id , "TYPE_2")]
47 )
48 Rule hyper_1_freeze (permit
49 condition:
50 or(and(equal(0, system/hyper1.availableResources),
51 less -than -or-equal(2, system/hyper1.vm1 -counter)),
52 and(equal(1, system/hyper1.availableResources),
53 less -than -or-equal(1, system/hyper1.vm1 -counter)))
54 obl:
55 [permit M freeze("HYPER_1", subtract(2,
56 system/hyper1.availableResources), "TYPE_1")]
57 [permit M create("HYPER_1", system/vm-id , "TYPE_2")]
58 )
59 Rule hyper_2_freeze (permit
60 condition:
61 or(and(equal(0, system/hyper2.availableResources),
62 less -than -or-equal(2, system/hyper2.vm1 -counter)),
63 and(equal(1, system/hyper2.availableResources),
64 less -than -or-equal(1, system/hyper2.vm1 -counter)))
65 obl:
66 [permit M freeze("HYPER_2", subtract(2,



67 system/hyper2.availableResources), "TYPE_1")]
68 [permit M create("HYPER_2", system/vm-id , "TYPE_2")]
69 )
70 obl:
71 [deny O warning("Not enough available resources for TYPE_2 VMs")]
72 >
73 }
74 Policy Release_Policies < permit -overrides
75 target:
76 equal("RELEASE", action/action -id) & &
77 (equal("P_1", subject/profile -id)||equal("P_2", subject/profile -id))
78 rules:
79 Rule hyper_1_release (permit
80 condition: at -least -one -member -of(resource/vm -id,
81 system/hyper1.vm -ids)
82 obl: [permit M release("HYPER_1", resource/vm-id)]
83 )
84 Rule hyper_2_release (permit
85 condition: at -least -one -member -of(resource/vm -id,
86 system/hyper2.vm -ids)
87 obl: [permit M release("HYPER_2", resource/vm-id)]
88 )
89 >
90 }

Listing 1.2. Load balancing policies

1 { pep:
2 deny -biased
3 pdp:
4 permit -overrides
5 PolicySet Create_Policies { permit -overrides
6 target:
7 equal("CREATE", action/action -id)
8 policies:
9 Policy SLA_Type1 < deny -unless -permit

10 target:
11 (equal("P_1", subject/profile -id)||
12 equal("P_2", subject/profile -id))
13 & & equal("TYPE_1", resource/vm -type)
14 rules:
15 Rule hyper_1 (permit
16 target:
17 less -than -or-equal(1, system/hyper1.availableResources)
18 condition:
19 less -than -or-equal(system/hyper2.availableResources ,
20 system/hyper1.availableResources)
21 obl:
22 [permit M create("HYPER_1", system/vm-id , "TYPE_1")]
23 )
24 Rule hyper_2 (permit
25 target:
26 less -than -or-equal(1, system/hyper2.availableResources)
27 condition:
28 less -than -or-equal(system/hyper1.availableResources ,
29 system/hyper2.availableResources)
30 obl:
31 [permit M create("HYPER_2", system/vm-id , "TYPE_1")]
32 )
33 obl:
34 [deny O warning("Not enough available
35 resources for TYPE_1 VMs")]
36 >
37 Policy SLA_Type2 < deny -unless -permit
38 target:
39 equal("P_2", subject/profile -id)& &
40 equal("TYPE_2", resource/vm -type)



41 rules:
42 Rule hyper_1_create (permit
43 target:
44 less -than -or-equal(2, system/hyper1.availableResources)
45 condition:
46 less -than -or-equal(system/hyper2.availableResources ,
47 system/hyper1.availableResources)
48 obl:
49 [permit M create("HYPER_1", system/vm-id , "TYPE_2")]
50 )
51 Rule hyper_2_create (permit
52 target:
53 less -than -or-equal(2, system/hyper2.availableResources)
54 condition:
55 less -than -or-equal(system/hyper1.availableResources ,
56 system/hyper2.availableResources)
57 obl:
58 [permit M create("HYPER_2", system/vm-id , "TYPE_2")]
59 )
60 Rule hyper_1_freeze (permit
61 condition:
62 or(and(equal(0, system/hyper1.availableResources),
63 less -than -or-equal(2, system/hyper1.vm1 -counter)),
64 and(equal(1, system/hyper1.availableResources),
65 less -than -or-equal(1, system/hyper1.vm1 -counter)))
66 obl:
67 [permit M freeze("HYPER_1", subtract(2,
68 system/hyper1.availableResources), "TYPE_1")]
69 [permit M create("HYPER_1", system/vm-id , "TYPE_2")]
70 )
71 Rule hyper_2_freeze (permit
72 condition:
73 or(and(equal(0, system/hyper2.availableResources),
74 less -than -or-equal(2, system/hyper2.vm1 -counter)),
75 and(equal(1, system/hyper2.availableResources),
76 less -than -or-equal(1, system/hyper2.vm1 -counter)))
77 obl:
78 [permit M freeze("HYPER_2", subtract(2,
79 system/hyper2.availableResources), "TYPE_1")]
80 [permit M create("HYPER_2", system/vm-id , "TYPE_2")]
81 )
82 obl:
83 [deny O warning("Not enough available resources for TYPE_2 VMs")]
84 >
85 }
86 Policy Release_Policies < permit -overrides
87 target:
88 equal("RELEASE", action/action -id) & &
89 (equal("P_1", subject/profile -id)||equal("P_2", subject/profile -id))
90 rules:
91 Rule hyper_1_release (permit
92 condition: at -least -one -member -of(resource/vm -id,
93 system/hyper1.vm -ids)
94 obl: [permit M release("HYPER_1", resource/vm-id)]
95 )
96 Rule hyper_2_release (permit
97 condition: at -least -one -member -of(resource/vm -id,
98 system/hyper2.vm -ids)
99 obl: [permit M release("HYPER_2", resource/vm-id)]

100 )
101 >
102 }
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